TESTIMONIALS FROM WORKSHOPS
20/4/13
Well worth scrolling through website but even better become a member. A lot of valuable
information for those wanting to start a business in Complementary Therapy but also those want to
network. Thank you very much Ali
Brigitte

Ali is a fabulous teacher, sharing her enthusiasm and expertise. I really enjoyed her workshop today
about Day 2 Day Admin. I found it very informative, practical and useful. I highly recommend
anybody who needs help and a push to develop their holistic business to follow her workshop and
take her membership. Thank you Ali
Rachel

I’ve just been pushed in a positive direction down the advertising path. Well done Ali.
Every session brings a positive uplifting feeling to running your business effectively.

Anon
Anon

Do not underestimate marketing pillars. Have you ever thought about strategic alliances “Marketing
Your Business” well worth attending workshop
Brigitte

Thoroughly enjoyed Ali’s marketing workshop. Very informative and great ‘tools’ to play with. So
much to think about and it has most definitely inspired me to make some changes. Thank you Ali.
Kim

Very inspiring, informative day. Ali’s energy is catching! Lovely friendly group too!

Lesley

Ali, many thanks for a very good marketing workshop – Its ‘food for thought – good ideas!!!! Just
need to action them.
Julie
Very informative workshop with lots of great facts, advice and tips for marketing. Raring to get on
with it all now. Feeling really inspired.
Karen
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Thanks very much Ali. I found today very useful, even though my main business isn’t doing my
massage at the moment, all the information is useful for my plumbing business as well and it also
motivates me to start to shift the balance with the two businesses.
Steph

Very useful workshop and giving me tools to plan my marketing and be more efficient and effective.
Nicky

Good workshop, learnt a lot and also left a lot to think about. Thank you Ali

Anon

Didn’t realise there was so much to do with client list! Very informative as usual and will be a great
help. Thanks Ali
Mary

Thanks Ali. Lot of food for thought and plenty for me to build upon.

Sue

Great workshop, lots of useful information and off now to do my client list

Anon

26/9/15
Thanks Ali, brilliant workshop. I’ve learnt a lot and have lots to work on and think about. Feeling
confident.
Amanda
Lovely workshop Ali at a beautiful venue – thoroughly enjoyed it and have come away with lots and
lots of valuable information. Thank you.
Miranda
Great day in a beautiful environment. Thanks for sharing your knowledge, very grateful. Have a lot
to think about and do!
Samantha
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